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1W AALFDE CONFERENTIE NUMERIEKE WISKUNDE 

Doel van de conferentie 

De Conferentie Numerieke Wiskunde wordt eenmaal per jaar gehouden onder auspicien 
van de Werkgemeenschap Numerieke Wiskunde. Het doel van de conferentie is om 
kennis te nemen van recente ontwikkelingen binnen de numerieke wiskunde. Hiertoe 
worden jaarlijks twee thema's vastgesteld. Lezingen over deze thema's worden norma
liter verzorgd door uitgenodigde buitenlandse en binnenlandse deskundigen. 

lbema's 

1. Het numeriek oplossen van bifurcatieproblemen, en homotopiemethoden. 

2. Hyperbolische differentiaalvergelijkingen en zwak reflecterende randen. 

Organisatie 

De organisatie is in handen van de voorbereidingscommissie bestaande uit de heren 
Traas (Ul) (voorzitter), van der Sluis (RUU), van der Vorst (TUD) en Hundsdorfer 
(CWI) (secretaris), en van bet Centrum voor Wiskunde en Informatica. 
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Uitgenodigde Sprekers 

Thema 1. H.D. Mittelmann, Arizona State University, Tempe, USA. 
H. Schwetlick, Martin-Luther-Universitat, Halle, DDR. 
A. Spence, University of Bath, U.K. 

Thema 2. B. Gustafsson, Uppsala University, Sweden. 
A. Lerat, E.N.S.A.M., Paris, France. 
P.L. Roe, Cranfield Institute of Technology, U.K. 

Een korte voordracht za.l worden gegeven door F.P.H. van Beckum, J.I. van den Berg, 
M. van Veldhuizen en A.J.N. Vreenegoor. 



Programma 

Maandag 5 oktober 

10.00-11.15 
11.15-12.15 
12.30 
14.15-15.15 

aankomst, koffie 
opening, Gustafsson 
lunch 
Mittelmann 

Dinsdag 6 oktober 

-8.00 ontbijt 
-9.00-10.00 Schwetlick 
10.00-10.30 koffie 
10.30-11.30 Roe 
11.35-12.35 Spence 
12.45 lunch 

Woensdag 7 oktober 

-8.00 
-9.00-10.00 
10.00-10.30 
10.30-11.30 
11.35-12.05 

ontbijt 
Lerat 
koffie 
Schwetlick 
van den Berg 
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15.15-15.45 
15.45-16.45 
16.50-17.20 
18.00 

14.15-15.15 
15.15-15.45 
15.45-16.45 
16.50-17 .20 
17.20-17.50 

18.00 

12.05-12.35 
12.45 
13.45-I 4.45 
14.50-15.50 
15.50 

thee 
Lerat 
van Veldhuizen 
diner 

Gustafsson 
thee 
Mittelmann 
Vreenegoor 
Vergadering Werkgemeenschap 
Numerieke Wiskunde 
diner 

van Beckum 
lunch 
Roe 
Spence 
sluiting, thee, vertrek 

De bar is geopend van 17.00-18.00 uur en van 20.30-24.00 uur. 
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Titels en Samenvattingen V oordrachten 

Maandag 5 oktober 

11.15 opening 

B. Gustafsson 

14.15 H.D, Mittelmann 

15.45 A. Lerat 

16.50 M. van Veldhuizen 

Dinsdag 6 oktober 

9.00 H. Schwetlick 

10.30 P.L. Roe 

11.35 A. Spence 

14.15 B. Gustafsson 

15.45 H.D. Mittelmann 

16.50 A.J.N. Vreenegoor 

W oensdag 7 oktober 

9.00 A. Lerat 

10.30 H. Schwetlick 

11.35 J.I. van den Berg 

Nonreflecting boundary conditions for the wave equa
tion. Well-posedness and stability 

Continuation methods for parameter-dependent boun
dary value problems 

A unified presentation of difference schemes for 
hyperbolic systems of conservation laws 

On numerical methods for invariant curves 

Basic techniques in path following algorithms and 
applications to homotopy methods 

Weakry reflecting boundary conditions for external 
aerodynamic problems 

The numerical computation of bifurcation points aris
ing in the finite Taylor problem 

Far field boundary conditions for first order systems. 
Applications to the Euler equations 

Continuation methods for parameter-dependent boun
dary value problems 

A numerical study of nonlinear wave-interactions in 
bubbry two-phase flow 

An implicit centered scheme without artificial viscos
ity for the calculation of steady compressible flows 
with shocks 

Numerical methods for computing turning points of 
nonlinear equations 

Well-posedness of combining characteristic boundary 
conditions and conservation equations at boundaries 
of cell-centered JD Euler-flow calculations 



12.05 F.P.H. van Beckum 

13.45 P.L. Roe 

14.50 A. Spence 
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Discretizations conserving energy and other constants 
of the motion 

Weakly reflecting boundary conditions for external 
aerodynamic problems 

The use of singularity theory in the numerical 
analysis of bifurcation problems 
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Discretizations conserving energy and other constants of the motion 

F.P.H. van Beckum & E. van Groesen 
Onderafdeling der Toegepaste Wiskunde 

Universiteit Twente 
Postbus 217 

7500 AE Enschede 

Various evolution equations from mathematical physics conserve one or 

mor e inte gr als (constants of the motion; e.g. the energy) and have solu

tions ln the form of steadily propagating waves (e.g. solltairy waves). 

In spatial dlscretizations these properties are generally lost. However, 

observing that the properties are a consequence of a certain variational 

str •Jctwe (Poisson structwe) of the evolution equation, we derive dis

cretizations in such a way that they inherit this structure. Consequently 

the constants of the motion and the existence of steadily propagating 

waves are conserved. 

Two examples concerning s urface waves will be shown. 
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Well-posedness of combining characteristic boundary conditions and conservation 
equations at boundaries of cell-centered 30 Euler-flow calculations 

J.I. van den Berg 
Nationaal Lucht- en Ruimtevaartlaboratorium 

Anthony Fokkerweg 2 
1059 CM Amsterdam 

In the calculation of three-dimensional Euler flow with a cell-centred scheme, 

the formulation of the flow condition at the boundary is very important. 

Solving the Euler equations in the continuum case, boundary conditions can be 

formulated with characteristic theory. However, when solving the Euler equations 

numerically with a cell-centred scheme, boundary conditions are not sufficient. 

This leads to a underdetermined set of discrete differential equations. Hence 

auxiliary equations have to be defined. The choice of these equations must lead 

to a well-posed numerical problem. A useful set of auxiliary equations is 

derived by combining characteristic forms of boundary conditions with suitable 

discrete conservation equations at boundaries of cell-centered Euler 

calculations. 

The basic principle is based on the eigenvector-eigenvalue decomposition of the 

matrix describing the time variations of the flow state at the boundary. These 

time variations are expressed in terms of first-variation Riemann invariants. 

For the time variations of first-variation Riemann invariants, suitable boundary 

conditions are defined, by distinguishing between incoming and outgoing 

information. The distinction depends on the sign (direction) of the eigenvalue 

of a given Riemann invariant. The boundary conditions are constructed in such a 

way that they only define information entering the flow domain. The auxiliary 

equations are constructed in such a way that they define information leaving the 

flow domain. 
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The widely used boundary conditions at a solid wall (zero normal velocity 

augmented with auxiliary equations defining the pressure at the wall) leads to a 

loss of accuracy. This causes probably the numerical boundary layer at the wall 

that can be observed in most calculation results. This layer seems to affect 

Kutta conditions (or trailing edge conditions), and leads to a too low lift on 

aerofoils and wings. With the introduction of the proposed boundary conditions, 

the order of accuracy at the wall will be increased, and so we hope to suppress 

the numerical boundary layer. Results of a theoretical study of the well

posedness of these proposed boundary conditions will be shown. The study is 

based on the distinction between elementary Fourier wave solutions that are 

either incoming or outgoing over the boundaries of the flow domain. The well

posedness is based on showing that solutions, exponentially growing in time but 

decaying in space, cannot enter the flow field through the boundary. 

The proposed boundary conditions have been successfully tested in numerical 

experiments for one-dimensional channel flow calculations. These results will be 

shown together with calculation results for more-dimensional Euler flow around 

wing configurations. 
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Nonreflecting boundary conditions for the wave equation. 
Well-posedness and stability 

B. Gustafsson 
Department of Scientific Computing 

Uppsala University 
Sturegatan 4B 

S-75223 Uppsala, Sweden 

I. Nonreflecting boundary co nditions for the wave equation . Well-posedness 
and stability. 

\\"hr11 ,,-ave prop.1g,1tinu problems ilr<' soh·ed numerically. it is ofte11 uec<'ss.1ry to iu
trocl11ce ,1rtificial bo1111dnrif's. In lll0st rnsf's no data are avai lc1ble at these boundaries. ;111d 
tl1,.rcfur<' it is 11ecPssar~- to construct boundary conditions which in some way accrnnlts for 
t hr beha,·ior of the sol11t ion 'outsidP the computational domain !1. Hence some ass t1lllpti011 
must. be made "·hich m11kf>s it possible t.o solve the problem exactly outside n, or altPr-
11;1ti,·<'ly to cornp11tP thr solution approximately in a simple way. One such assumption is 
th;it the wan·s arP prnpagating only in the outward direction across the bou11d,u-y. This is 
rllP b.isis for ,·arious proccdurPs in common use, the most general class bein11; the absorbing 
ho11mla ry rnnditions construct.eel by Engquist and l\ fajcla [2], [3], SPe a lso Higdon [14) - For 
illl il111stration of the tlwory """ USP the sca lar w,we equation 

9 11 = 0 ,-,- + 6yy . ( 1) 

TllP solu tions h;we cnmpnn<'nts of the fonn 

- ±,Je- --·'J_· 
0 ==(Lt. ' 

(2) 

wl1e r<' it is ass11nH•d that IE.I > lwl, E. > 0. As the computational bou11di1ry we t.nl.r t.lw 
plaue .r = 0, su<'h th.it t he comput.ation domain is .r ~ 0. -ao < y < •X•. Th<' hasic 
principl.- b,-.hind the ,1b,orhing boundary conditions is that outgoing wan·s pa,;s tlmn1gh 
the hou11d,uy without reHcctiun. This means that there are no solutions correspondin,,; t.o 
tlw mi11us-s ig11 in ( 2). By differ,-ntiating ,,.e obtain 

(3) 

This is the ,·ompl<-r cly absorbing bn11ndary condition in Fourier-space. linfortnnat.ely. "·hen 
trnnsformi11g back to physical space, we get a condition which is not suitable for prncticill 
,·omput at ion. Tia t hc r ''"" would like to hm·e an expression consisti11g only of po"·ers of iw· 
iillcl if., which correspond to cliffere11tial operators in physical space. 

Assuming that lw/(1 is sm,ill. ,d1ich means that the w,we is 1110Yi11g almost P"qwn
cli<'11!.1r to the bou11cb ry, the squa re-rout can be approximated by f.. This gi,·es the fir;,;/ 
;1b.,orbi1Jg bo11nclnry coI1clition , 

(➔) 

\Vh,·11 including ,1\so the next term in the Taylor exp,m sion. "·e arrive nt. the seco!ld 

nbsorliill,g' botJJJd,1r.1· con ditioll , 
(5) 

Higlwr mdrr cond it ions can lw deri,·ed. but in ord<'r to avoid s trong illposechwss, Padr
"l'J>roxi111,11 ions should hr nsf'Cl for t hr sq11,1re-root. 



Hi,!!,clon [i:3]. [14j proposes the modified form 

[IIµ (cosG !}_ - .!!_)] "- = 0 1 Dt Dx 
J=I 

(6) 

"'ll<'r<' In I I < ;. /'2. Any phme wavP tra\'Plling in the rn1tward direction at an angle of 
i11cid<'1HT ±n 1 .... , ±o,, satisfies (6) exactly. Therefore. if some apriori knowledge of the 
, 01111 ion is ;,1·.1ih h!P. the angles o 1 can he sp<>cified to gi,·e little refiection. For G 1 = G 2 = 0, 
(G) i., •·qni1·.1!<-nt to (-1) if p = l.. and equivalent to (5) if JJ = '2. In the latter case it is 
""11m,·d r k, t ( 1) holds at the boundary. 

In 1n,1ny ;ipplications the source is outside the cornput;itional domain. In that ca,;c 
r '"' hrn111d,HT crn1dit.ions lwcome inhomogeneous. e.g. 

o, - ¢, = g(y,t) (7) 

for r!J(' first condition. 
Ir is of rnmse necessary that the bound,ny conditions are such that the problem is 

m•ll l""''d. \\·r han' already mentioned that higher ordPr conditions may lead to strong 
illpos.·cl1w". 1311t th<'re is an inherent difficulty also for the lmYPr order ones. The theory 
for 11·,·llpos<'cln<'ss [16] is based on the Fourier-Laplace transformed equations, which for 
I 1 ). (,) imply 

(S) 

Tlw 11:r<'i ss condition nPcessary for wellposedness is 

is + Js 2 + u.: 2
1 2 6 > 0, ne ·' 2 (). (9) 

1d1id1 ol>1·iously is ,·iolated for w = 0, s = 0. This is " ,n·a.k illposPClness, ancl we shall 
slio11· 1h.1t it is possible to derive estimates which under cerr.ain conditions allow accurate 
solntion.,. Ho11·rYPr. for the second and higher order eondit.ions t.hc illposeclness becomes 
strong,l'r, ;rnd the methods are in general less robust. 

For <1pprnxi111ations using discrete versions of the absorbing boundary conditions , sim
il;ir cond11sions hold. It can be shown that any consistent ;ippruximation leads to a weakly 
1111st able lll<>thod. \Ve shall derive conditions on the sll\oothness of the solution such that 
good <1cc11r;icy is still obtained. However, if these condit.ions are ,·iolated, ,ve shall show 
that the acrnracy actually may deteriorate when the order of the boundary condition 
111crf';1se~. 

\\·,. <'11(1 t.his first lecture by discussing a pruceclur<' that eliminates the weak instabil
itic~. 
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Far field boundary conditions for first order systems. 
Application to the Euler equations 

B. Gustafsson 
Department of Scientific Computing 

Uppsala University 
Sturegatan 4B 

S-75223 Uppsala, Sweden 

c, + .-le,. + nc,, "' o. 

,dwn· .-l has /' posit in• ,111d ( m - /') negatin· <'igem·;1lues. \VP want to limit the ,ornputation 
to t lw right lwlf plane. hencf' n·p need bounclnry ,nnditions .it .r = 0. After a Fourier 
I rnusfonnatiou in !J and Laplace transformation in I we obtain 

(, + Q{T = .-l -1 /. 

Q = .r 1( .s l + n,:B) 

"'hcrr / is tllf' Fourier tr;lJlsfonn of the initial fun ction f. It can be shown tlrnt tlw 
<'il',t·' llV;durs 1;1 to CJ split into t\\'o SP ts \\·ith 

flp ''1 > 0 ' 
fl,,,,.., < 0. 

j = 1. :2, ... , C • 

. i = C + I , C + :2, ... , 111 , 

for fl e ., > 0. Thus the rnntrix Q c,111 lw trnnsformed to block diagonal form 

"·lwrr (J 1 is ;lJI ( / x /')-matrix. It c;, 11 be shown that the requirement of bounded solutions 
for .r ~ - ·Xl [Pads to thr condi tion 

This is tlw rxact boundary condit ion for the problem defined in the donrnin O :S .r. -x < 
'I < X •. but formulatPd in the t.ra11sformPd space. For .f = 0 it is the perfectly absorbing 
l,011ndnry condition by Engquist .l!ld l\Jnjda [:2). In o rder to get local boundary rnnditirn,s 
in physical spacP, some approxima tion must. be rnnde. 

\Ve shall discuss Cf' tta in ;1pproximations under the assumption that lw/sl is small. 
For the isentropic Euler Pquatinns and subsonic flow, these conditions can be expr<'s,cd in 
tC'rms of divergence. vorticity and pressure gradient. The accuracy is good if the t.angrntinl 
s<'e< md dni,·ntin· of tlw pr<'ssure is sma ll. 

In Lecture I "·e demonstrated th.it "·eak inst.i bilities necessarily occur if absorliing; 
ho11ndary conditions ,Hf' implemented in its derivative form. Our conditions can be fornm
lated ;is a generali za tion of thcsr conditions . Numerical experiments show that if t.h<'y ar<' 
i1nplPlll<'nt<'d in " s t.raightfonrnrd n·,1y, the result.s indeed have poor accura,y. By using 
;i1t intrgrntcd form we are ;iblc to JHm·e that. the problem is well posed, and t.he m1nu-•ric,1l 
1·x pcri1nf'11ts !:-ho,,· il consid,,rc1blP in(Tf'c.l:-.t-' in on:uracy. 
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For stl'ady st arr- solurio11s. 110 llwth()(l l,;,"•d oil thr- condition that I.._-J.,I is slllall ,·;u1 ii<' 
<'X [H',· t,•d to p<'rforn1 \\'<'IL ,i11ce J[)Dt = 0 n>rr<'spouds to~= 0. Tlwrl'for<' otlwr 111,·tl,o,b 
must lw d,·,·.-lop,·,l. This li;1s lw,·u do11,·. for 1•xampl,·, in [5] . [,'], and [HJ], b;isi·d oil tl1, · 
fon11 of tlH' ,•x;H·r ,0l11rio11 outsid<' th<' <'<>lll)H1tatioual dunwin. This leads tu a coupli11p, of 
;ill rlw poiuts 011 th<' hrn1uclary. but\\'<' \\'ill .s how that the method still is comput.at.io11;illy 
dfic-i,·11r. 

For illustr;irion \\.,, us<' rlw probl<'m of computiug invisc id tlo\\' arouucl ;111 ilirfoil. Th<' 
tlo\\' is p;m·<'nl<'d I,,· rlw nouliu,·ilr Euler equations. The only appruxim.1tion Ill,Hl<· (i·xrcp t 
for discrf'lizaron oft 11<' prnl,km) is rl,at t lw differential equations are made li1war ,,·it h con

.st ;int codfici,·ur.s in rlw for held. The u1un<'rical expc-riments s how that accurate solntions 
c;in IH' ohtaitl<'d ,,·ith a quit,· small cnmput;itional domain. 

In a r<'Ct'llt p;q,<'r [-t ]. En!',quist and Halpern proposes a combi1rntion of ah,orhinµ; 
;we! st,•ad,· .st;ll<' n,11cli1io11, 1d1ich µ; i,·,·s tlw <'xact s t<'ady s tate solution ilS I-+ •X. 011c

cli11wnsional ,·xpni111c11t, slim,· µ;oocl com ·nP.;t'11ce rate to st<'ady sta.te as well as i,nocl ac
curocy iu tlw tr:111:--i( 't1t ph,1se. 
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A unified presentation of difference schemes for hyperbolic 
systems of conservation laws 

A. Lerat 
E.N.S.A.M. 

151, Boulevard de l'H6pital 
75013 Paris, France 

For a hyperbolic system in one-space dimension 

(1) 

where w(x, t) c Q c Rm, we consider difference schemes involving two 

time-levels and at most three points at the new time-level. Denoting by w; 

the approximation value at xj = j t;x and tn n lit and using 

these difference schemes can be expressed as 

o) ~ 0 

where 

0 = t,t/ t;x 

By assuming the schemes to be conservative and explicit or 

linearly implicit, they can be written as : 

with the numerical flux 

h 1 
j+z 

t:,w. 
J 

g 1 
j+z 

+ 

- h ) 
j-.!. 

2 
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where them-componen t vec t o r g 
1 

and them x m matrices (H o) 
1 

j~ J+f 
n n n 

depend on wj-R+l' wj-R+Z , •.• , wj+R a nd a . 

and 

Mo reo ver, if we suppose that : 

n 
g(w j-R+l, ... , u, u, , ... , a) - f(u), 

i , e. we use "essentially 3-point schemes " , then there exists three m x m 

matrice s : 

n n 
M 

·+;. 
M (w j-R+l' ... , wj+R a) 

J 2 

n n p 
·+;. 

p 
(w j-R+l' ... , wj+R a) 

J 2 

n n 
a) Q 

j+;. 
Q (w j-R+l' ... , wj+R 

2 

such that the schemes can be put in the simple form 

/IWj +Q 
2 6 [M µ ( llw)]j - .!. 6 [P 

4 6 (llw) J j 

n .!. 6 (Q 6 wn)j - a 6( µ f ) j + 
2 

where 6 and µ are classical difference-operators in space defined by 

1 
2 

(2) 

The general class of schemes (2) contains most of the explicit 

and implicit schemes used in practical applications (with centered or 

upwind space-differencing) including beside the 3-points schemes some 

seco nd-o rder accurate TVD schemes. For predictor-corrector schemes, a 
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simple expression of the coefficients M, P and Q can be obtained (when 

system (1) possesses a strictly convex entropy) by using the Roe's linea

rization. 

Properties of schemes (2) can be easily characterized in terms 

of their coefficients M, P and Q. 

For instance, schemes (2) are second-order accurate in time and 

space if and only if : 

Q(u, u, ••• ) u 
2 

cr) = a 
2 

[A (u) - M(u,u ••• , u cr) A(u)] 

for any u c Q, where A(u) denotes the jacobian matrix of the flux f(u). 

We shall determine the necessary and sufficient conditions for 

schemes (2) to be linearly stable and dissipative in the sense of Kreiss. 

For explicit scalar approximations, we shall give the Tadmor's 

condition on Q to obtain the TVD property. 

For implicit approximations, the schemes (2) lead to the solu

tion of an algebraic linear system with a block-tridiagonal structure. The 

conditions to obtain solvability and diagonal dominance will be studied. 
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An implicit centered scheme without artificial viscosity for the calculation 
of steady compressible flows with shocks 
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Various time-dependent methods have been developed for the nume

rical solution of the Euler equations. In general, the space discre

tization is based on finite differences, finite volumes or finite ele

ments, using either centered approximations or upwinding techniques. When 

second-order accuracy is required, space centered methods are simpler to 

implement but usually, they need the addition of some artificial viscosity 

term to damp spurious oscillations or even to stabilize the method, 

espacially in several space-dimensions. 

For steady flow calculations, I plan to present an Euler solver 

of second-order accuracy which is linearly implicit and converges fastly 

to the steady-state. The original feature of the numerical method is to be 

centered in space and to give satisfactory results with no artificial 

viscosity. For multidimensional problems, the method does capture shock 

waves over one or two mesh cells without spurious oscillations. This means 

that the internal dissipation of the method is just sufficient to ensure 

the success of the calculation. 

The implicit method is always linearly stable and it satisfies a 

property of diagonal dominance. 

Applications to aerodynamic calculations will be described. 
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Continuation methods for parameter-dependent boundary value problems 
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ABSTRACT. An introduction is given into 
parameter-dependent nonlinear equations exhibit
ing nonuniqueness of solutions and bifurcation. 
In particular nonlinear systems of elliptic 
differential equations are considered. Recently 
proposed nultigrid continuation methods are 
surveyed that have been implemented in public 
domain software. O,e area of application is the 
VLSI device sinulation. Then related variational 
inequalities corresponding to obstacle problems 
are introduced. Theoretical results on continu
ation are quoted and a method is presented. 
Spurious transition points are observed in 
numerical co~utations. 

1. Introduction 
2. Nonlinear eigenvalue problems and bifurcation 
3. Simple singular points 
4. Nonlinear elliptic eigenvalue problems 
5. Symmetry-breaking bifurcation 
6. Continuation - two different approaches 
7. Implementation 
8. Application to VLSI - simplified prediction 
9. Variational inequalities 

10. Continuation for obstacle problems 
11. Spurious transition points 
12. Summary 

Note: Only Ch. 1,2 reprinted here. 
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1. INTRODUCTION. Boundary value problems for partial 

differential equations that describe phenomena in different 

fields of application are usually nonlinear and depend on one 

or several parameters of the underlying system. With respect 

to these parameters frequently nonunicity effects and 

bifurcation occur. For a list of different problems from the 

applications as well as an introduction to analytic and 

numerical aspects see [18]. A survey of the state of the art 

was given in [15]. 

While parameter-dependent problems with known boundaries 

have been investigated recently by many researchers only 

little has been done so far for corresponding problems with 

a free boundary. Problems that can be written as parameter

dependent variational inequalities are the subject of 

[7,8,9,16,17,21,22,28]. 

Frequently, the only way to explore the solution manifolds 

of the above problems is to continue along the solution 

branches with respect to one or very few of the parameters for 

fixed values of the others. In the case of equations certain 

natural methods have been proposed and used for continuation 

(see [14,26,30]) while for variational inequalities both 

theoretical as well as numerical results were only obtained 

recently and these problems are still under investigation. 

In the following we will survey some of the continuation 

methods proposed for both nonlinear equations and systems as 

well as variational inequalities . To make the presentation 

more self-contained some of the relevant theoretical results 

will be developed or quoted, too. For nonlinear systems of 

partial differential equations the emphasis will be on new 

continuation methods that have been implemented in public 

domain software. The field of applications includes in 

particular simulation of VLSI devices. 

Many problems in mechanics and other engineering areas but 

also in other fields as, for example, mathematical economics 

have in addition to (initial) boundary conditions additional 
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constraints that often correspond to obstacles. The second 

part of this paper will deal with such problems. Theoretical 

results about continuation are given as well as an algorithm 

and some numerical results. 

2. NONLINEAR EIGENVALUE PROBLEMS AND BIFURCATION. In this 

section a short presentation of some basic facts about the 

solutions of a general problem 

(2.1) G(u,>.) o, G X X R .. R 

will be given in order to provide some background and context 

for the following sections. X in (2.1) is some function space 

that will be specified later. 

The general problem ls to determine all (u,>.) that solve 

(2.1). Often solutions are sought that satisfy additional 

equations or conditions or that have certain properties. Of 

some importance are singular points (u 0,>. 0) of (2.1), Le. 

(2.2) o, 

The simplest possible case is X Rand for this we give some 

very elementary examples. 

Fold (turning) points 

(2.3) G(u,>.) Lu - >.eu 0, L c R 

The singular point (cf. point A in Figure 2.1) 

is easily computed as ls the graph of c- 1(0). For each 
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A, 0 < A < Ao there are two values of u. This nonunlqueness 

also implies by the implicit function theorem that 

u 

Fig 2.1. Bifurcation diagrams, singular points marked 

u 

~- Perturbed bifurcation for (2.5) 

Bifurcation points 

(2.4) G(u,A) = Lu+ cu 3 - AU 0, L, c £ R, c t 0 

There are two solutions 

0. ± ✓ (A-L)/c • 
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The point (u 0,A 0) = (O;L) is a bifurcation point where the 

solution u 2 "branches" off u 1 (cf. point B in Figure 2.1). 

Perturbed bifurcation 

In general physical imperfections are present in the case that 

(2.1) describes a certain system. If on the other hand such a 

problem is approximated by, for example, discretization then 

errors are introduced. Both these phenomena effect the 

original problem in a similar way. This may be modeled for 

(2.4) by 

(2.5) Lu+ cu 3 - Au - 1 0, 1 £ R 

where 1 represents either an illl)erfectlon or an error term. 

It is again easy to see that the resulting bifurcation diagram 

ls the one given in Figure 2.2. 
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Weakly reflecting boundary conditions for external aerodynamic problems 
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We consider problems governed by some set of first-order partial 

differential equations within a region n of space whose boundary is an, 

and an interval [0,TJ of time. When the p.d.e. is hyperbolic, the problem 

will be well-posed if data is completely specified over n at t = 0, and if 

the right sort of data is specified over an for tc[O,TJ. Such initial

boundary-value problems can be very tricky, both at the differential and at 

the discrete level of description. 

For problems in one space dimension the situation is fairly straight

forward at the differential level. If the space domain is restricted to an 

interval - 1 < x < 0, say, one may prescribe at each end of the domain as 

many variables as there are characteristics entering the domain. Moreover, 

for a well-posed problem, the prescribed data must not lie in the eigenspace 

of the outgoing waves [1]. Even given these constraints, however, the choice 

of boundary data for a given technological problem may not be straightforward. 

One must bear in mind Morretti 's dictum that 'boundary conditions are a 

model for the rest of the universe'. 

Often the problem of interest takes place in a domain that effectively 

extends to infinity. At the differential level one seeks to impose a 

'radiation condition', that at large distances all energy flows outward. 

Computationally, such conditions have to be approximated at a finite distance. 

For some special cases, in which Riemann invariants exist [1], the connection 

between the boundary and infinity can be made analytically. There is then 

no loss of accuracy from placing the boundary at a finite distance. 

In more general cases there are various ways of attempting to express 

mathematically the essentially negative statement that 'no disturbance 

originates outside the boundary'. The solution may be matched with some 

asymptotic form [2], or the boundary may be equipped with a memory [3]. 

Special fa r-field characteristic relationships have been derived [4]. 
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The above considerations have to do with the physics of the real 

problem, and contribute nothing to solving the problems that arise at the 

discrete level due to the fact that many numerical methods permit high

frequency disturbances to propagate in a totally non-physical llilnner. For 

non-dissipative schemes an analysis of group velocity greatly clarifies 

these events [5,6]. High frequency wave packets can be shown to travel in 

the wrong direction. When they impact on a boundary, they reflect as low

frequency waves going the right way. Although the colllllOnly-used Lax

Wendroff and Runge-Kutta methods are dissipative, and not covered by this 

analysis, the dissipation vanishes in the limit of small Courant nunt>er and 

high frequency (which are precisely the conditions applying at the outer 

edge of stretched grids). Numerical experiments close to this limit show 

the same anomalies found in non-dissipative schemes. For upwind schemes, 

the dissipation also vanishes in the same limit, but more rapidly, and this 

appears to eliminate the anomalous behaviour. It should be noted that these 

spurious effects can be triggered at internal boundaries also, ie. at places 

where the mesh density undergoes even a quite gradual change. 

For multidimensional problems, there are additional difficulties. In 

principle, the number of variables that may be prescribed on the boundary 

can be determined from considering those terms in the p.d.e. arising from 

gradients normal to the boundary [7]. However, the accurate numerical 

description of the prescribed variables on the boundary of a reduced model 

of an infinite domain is made harder by the fact that the bicharacteristic 

equations contain exterior derivatives. Uncertainty about the correct 

conditions to be imposed often forces the use of very large computational 

domains. Intuitively, we may expect that accurate conditions would save 

computer space (smaller domains) and time (faster convergence). It may be 

necessary to take specific approaches that exploit the physics of each 

particular problem. In external aerodynamic problems, theorems of entropy and 
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vorticity give useful but incomplete information. Albone (private co111T1uni

cation) obtains very accurate results on small grids by assuming power-law 

variation of certain 'Riemann variables'. The author has observed that a 

particular coordinate transformation enables the decay of pressure to be 

computed along specialised bicharacteristics in the mid-field [4]. These 

developments hold out the prospect for substantial reduction of computer 

costs . 
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This talk is concerned with the numerical calculation of bifurcating solutions of the Na vier-Stokes 
equations for steady axisymmetric flow in the finite Taylor problem. In the Taylor problem the 
annular gap between two concentric circular cylinders is filled with a viscous fluid and it is the 
motion of this fluid that is studied . In our case the inner cylinder rotates with the outer one fixed . 
For this problem the phenomenon of bifurcation is intimately connected with the loss or gain of 
stability of the flows and this point will be discussed briefly. 

In a recent series of papers Benjamin and Mullin {1978), (1981), and {1982), have carried out a 
theoretical and experimental study of the Taylor problem and have discovered an interesting variety 
of bifurcation phenomena. The apparatus has two parameters which may be adjusted, namely, the 
speed of the inner cylinder (in non-dimensional form, the Reynolds number, R) and the length 
of the annulus (in non-dimensional form, the aspect ratio, ,). A discrete model of this boundary 
value problem was obtained using a finite element method, and a medium-sized finite-dimensional 
nonlinear system 

was produced. Here n is in the range 2000--5000. There is a reflectional symmetry in the problem 
and it is important that this is preserved in the discretization. Thus, to summarise, we have a 
medium- sized, nonlinear, 2-parameter problem with a reflectional symmetry. 

The numerical techniques are based on continuation, with bifurcation points computed using appro
priate "extended" systems. The idea of extending (or enlarging) a system to compute a bifurcation 
point seems to have been first used by Seydel (1979) and Moore and Spence (1980). For example, 
the system 

(j_,L'£.,'£.T 1.- 1) = (Q,Q,0) 

has an isolated root (L ¢,, .X) at a simple quadratic turning point and also at a symmetry breaking 
bifurcation point, provided .?;_ and ¢, satisfy certain symmetry conditions (see Moore and Spence 
(1980) and Werner and Spence (1984)). The idea of extended systems can also be used to compute 
certain other "higher order" bifurcation points (see Spence and Werner (1982), and Jepson and 
Spence (1985)). 

For problems of this size care must be exercised in handling the matrices that arise, though full ad
vantage is taken of the software available at AERE Harwell where the calculations were performed. 
A direct method based on the frontal method (Duff (1984)) is used to produce LU factors of the 
matrices which arise in the discretization. 

The numerical results were obtained using a CRA Y-lS at AERE Harwell and some have been 
reported in Cliffe (1983) and Cliffe and Spence (1986). 
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The use of singularity theory in the numerical analysis of bifurcation problems 
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Multiparameter nonlinear problems mayexhibit an extensive variety of bifurcation phenomena, 
which can be extremely difficult to recognise and compute in most physical problems. The aim 
of this talk is to describe a strategy for the numerical solution of multiparameter problems based 
on some recent work in singularity theory by Golubitsky and Schaeffer (see their book referenced 
below, which was published in 1985, although their early work dates back to 1979). 

Singularity theory provides a classification of bifurcation points which associates with each bifurca
tion point a system of equations and some inequalities, which together we call "defining conditions". 
The idea behind the numerical approach is to use standard continuation techniques in combination 
with these defining conditions to provide a variety of information, for example, regions in parameter 
space for which a problem exh ibits the same type of bifurcation phenomena. 

Many of the ideas have already been presented in Jepson and Spence (1985) for problems of the 
form 

Extensions to problems of the form 

l(i;., ,\,_g_) = Q, f : ie_n X 1R X IR.,p -+ R_n 

were indicated in J epson and Spence (1984) (compare with Beyn (1984)), and the talk will expand 
these ideas. 
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1. Let us given the underdetermined nonlinear system 
F<y>=O, F:R"• 1 

- R", F smooth, rank F'(y)=n, (1) 
and let y 0 ~ L ={y:F(y)=O}. Then the problem is to numerically follow 
the arc L0 of L that contains y 0 • Let y .. "L0 be the current iterate, 
and let v .. with F' <y .. lv .. =O, Mv .. a =1 be the appropriately oriented 
tangent direction at y ... 
2. In order to find a successor yk•• the path is locally parametrized 
by introducing the additional equation 

N .. <y,~l=O, N .. :R"• 1 xR -- R, N .. (y .. ,Ol=O (2) 
such that the inflated system (1),(2) has a locally unique solution 
y=y .. < 'l;" l for small ITI. As examples, the generalized pseudo-arclength 
and the secant length parametrizations are discussed in detail. The 
successor is then defined by yk••=y .. <T .. l with a certain stepsize '1:' ... 
3. Usually y .... is computed by a PC-method. At first, a predictor 
point yk,o is determined, and then yk,o is refined by applying a 
rapidly convergent method as Newton's method or some of its 
modifications to (ll,(2) for~= T ... Different corrector iterations 
are introduced, and a family of efficiently implementable higher order 
predictors is described. 
4. The overall efficiency af a path following method strongly depends 
on the choice of stepsize. Some old and new stepsize algorithms are 
discussed and related complexity results are given. 
5. In the corrector iteration, linear syste111S of a special bordered 
type are to be solved. Some methods for doing this are described which 
exploit properties as sparsity, bandedness, or symmetry. 
6. In homotopy methods one has y=<x,~) with x•R" and A~R, and the path 
is to be followed until the hyperplane~=l is crossed. This requires 
to adapt the usual methods to such a fixed parameter problea. 
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Numerical methods for computing turning points of nonlinear equations 
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1. We consider the underdetermined nonlinear System 
F<y>=O, F:R"• 1

--. R", F smooth, rank F'<y>=n <1> 
that has the one-dimensional solution manifold L = ly:F(y)=O}. A point 
y• on Lis called a turning (or limit) point with respect to the e"- 1 -

axi s if 
e"• 1 Tv• 0 where F' (y*)v•=o, llv*B=1, (2) 

i.e., v• is the up to the sign unique tangent direction at y•. The 
turning point is called a simple (or quadratic) turning point, if the A 
-component ~ =e"•1Ty of the solutions y of <1> has a regular extremal 
value. This is equivalent to 

en•1T(F~~:•>1-1(F"<y•:v•v•1 + o. <3> 

In the following the conditions (2>,<3> are assumed to be satisfied. 
2. In the indirect turning point methods a local para111etrization 
y=yk(T) of the path is used to construct a better approxiMation yk•i 
to y•~L. A natural approach consists in interpolating 
Ak(T) = e"•1Tyk(T) by a cubic polynomial P1c(T) according to 

>,k(Tk,..,)=pk(T .. _ _,), A .. <T .. ,..,>=p,.(T,_,..,) (j=k,k-1) (4) 
at parameters 'Tk,.., which correspond to the last to points y1c, y1c- 1 on 
L. Then the smallest in modulus minimizer T .. of p .. (Tl is taken as 
stepsize • .. , and y1c•1=y .. ("r .. > is computed by a PC-method as solution 
of the system (1) inflated by the parametrizing equation. The method 
just described is Q-superlinearly convergent with R-order 2. Some 
other ways for defining T .. are mentioned, too. 
3. In the direct methods no parametrization is used but y• is defined 
as solution of an extended system, e.g., of the syste111 

F(y)=O, F'(y)v=O, e"•1Tv=O, rTv=1. (5) 
At a simple turning point this systea has a regul·ar Jacobian, and 
Newton's method converges Q-quadratically. It is also possible to 
eliminate v=v<y,r> from the equations F'(ylv=O, rTv=1 which leads to 
the reduced system 

F<y>=O, en•iTv(y,r)=O (6) 
only in y. Applying Newton's method to (5) or (6) requires to compute 
the terms F"<y>vv and F"(y)vs. In order to avoid the explicit use of 
second derivatives efficient difference approximations to these terms 
are proposed. 
4. Direct methods can be used to compute curves of turning points in 
two parameter problems. Special techniques are avaiable for co111puting 
cusps on those curves. 
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In this paper we consider a map <I> from /Rd to /Rd, such that <I> -y C -y for a simple 
closed curve -y. In many instances this map <I> is the Poincare map (return map) of a 
differential equation. The invariant curve -y may represent a manifold with quasi 
periodic solutions, or a heteroclinic orbit, or, in IR. 2, the boundary of a domain of attrac
tion of a fixed point of <I>. Nice examples may be found in Ko~ak[2], both for differen 
tial equations and difference equations. 

We discuss simple algorithms based on the work of Kevrekides et al.[!]. The limita
tions of these algorithms will be discussed, cf.[3], and convergence results wil be given, 
cf.[4] . Some results for the delayed logistic map and the Van der Pol equation wil be 
given. 

[l] Kevrekidis, l.G., Aris, R ., Schmidt, L.D ., Pelikan, S.: Numerical Computations 
of Invariant Circles of Maps. Physica 16 D (1985), 243-251. 

[2] Ko~ak, H .: Differential and Difference Equations through Computer Experiments. 
Springer Verlag, New York (I 986). 

[31 Veldhuizen, M . van: A New Algorithm for the Numerical Approximation of an 
Invariant Curve. To appear in SIAM J. Sci. Stat. Comp. 

[4] Veldhuizen, M . van: Convergence results for Invariant Curve Algorithms. Sub-
mitted. to Math. Comp. 
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A numerical study of nonlinear wave-interactions in bubbly two-phase flow 

A.J.N. Vreenegoor 

The derivation of macroscopic equations which govern the two-phase flow of a 

bubbly liquid/gas mixture leads to a model with complex characteristics when 

important physical aspects are not included. 

It has been shown that virtual mass can be used to derive a macroscopic model 

with real characteristics and that this model may be extended to include the 

effect of flow induced bubble-deformation (J.A. Geurst, Physica 129A (1985) 233 

and J.A. Geurst, A.J.N. Vreenegoor, Proceedings ICIAM '87 335). 

The models allow two types of waves, void-fraction waves and pressure waves. 

The LUSMD scheme which consists of a hybrid combination of a scheme introduced 

by Lerat and a minimum dispersion scheme (P. wilders, thesis, Univ. of Amsterdam, 

1984) is used to investigate numerically the nonlinear interaction of the 

two kinds of waves. 

The cal culations show that void-fraction waves are stable in the sense that 

they recover after interference with a pressure wave. 

Moreover it is shown that pressure waves can be partially reflected, partially 

transmitted during their interaction with a void-fraction wave. 

Since only slight modifications were needed to change the program solving the 

first model (four PDE's) into a program solving the extended model (five PDE's) 

the LUSMD scheme tu.cneU. out to be very useful. 
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